
Jack of all trades…
master of ???.

As a homeowner, I come across many things that I need to do.
Some of them I do well, some of them I put off until they
absolutely need to be done. And of course some things I just
ignore. �

Not  having  water  for  my  morning  shower  or  tooth  brushing
session isn’t something I can ignore. It also isn’t something
I can put off. It is one of those things I just have to do.

I live in the middle of nowhere, somewhere in the NW corner of
Ohio. And because of where I am, I have a well. No city water
out here, so if there is no water running, it is something I
will need to deal with.

In my 20+ years of living here, I’ve had my share of water
problems.  Well  pump  went  bad,  storage  tank  leaked,  water
heater leaked, pressure gage/switch failed. And finally the
circuit breaker went bad. I’m just wondering what will happen
next.

The latest seemed to be bad pressure switch. I had electricity
and I could manually trigger the switch. It just didn’t want
to come on when the tank pressure got low.

I’ve replaced one of these before, so I knew what needed to be
done. Drain all the water and find the right tools. Take of
the switch and get a new one to match it. The nearest hardware
stores did not have the part I needed, so it was something
that would have to be ordered. Hmm, how long would I be
without water??? Since I knew I could turn it on, I decided to
order  the  part  and  put  the  old  one  back  on  until  the
replacement arrived.

Before putting the old part back, I decided to clean it up and
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hope that it might kick in for a while. I was lucky today. So
far it is working as it should. I will still have a new part
if it decides to go on me soon, at least I will when it gets
here.


